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I N T ROD U C T I ~\

The law of defamation is primarily concerned with protecting inter-
ests in ones reputation. Like any other tort, the law of defamation or
the administration thereof is a process of weighing two conflicting
interests. The plaintiff demands protection from the court on the grounds
that he is entitled to have his reputation untarnished while the defendant

~ claims that he has unfettered freedom to air his views and to criti~se
where necessary. Sometimes this balancing exercise is disturbed by the
element of public interest being thrown into the conflict. The result may
be a tilt of the balance for or against the plantiff depending on whe~
the objects of the law are. Apart from protecting the reputation of the
individual, the law of defamation was d~ring the heyday of the court of

arM amber in England (in the 17th and 18th centuries) concerned with
maintaining peace and order in the society. The law was then used to
suppress dissemination of libellous news. Development and changes have
taken place since then and the law waS accordingly affected. The idea of
using criminal law to suppress dissemination of news was not dispensed
with altogether. In Kenya, there is both civil defamation which protects
individual reputations and criminal libel. S.194 of the penal code makes
it an offence for anybody who unlawfully publishes any defamatory matters
concerning another person with intent to defame that person. The afore-
mentioned section of the penal code is invoked very rarEly. Individuals
are conte :to use civil law to protect their interests, a fact which may
be motivated by the monetary reward that acrues thprefrom. E. Veitch argues
that civil defamation can also be used in the protection of the security
of the state and of public officials. (1).

The purpose of this paper is to show that the law of defamation as
it is cannot be said to be free of anomalies. It will also be shawn that
some of these anomalies are the result of the haphazard development of
the law of defamation. The historical development of this tort has had
great influence on the existing law today. Some of the oddities which are
discerned in the law were incorporated from the English Common Law and
still owe their existence from rules laid down in the 17th and 18th cen-
turies in England.
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The purpose of enacting an Act in 1970, namely the Defamation Act of
Kenya, was to modify, liberalise and even replace some of the outmoded
common law rules. It will be shown in this paper that the foregoing exercise
was not carried to a logical and total success. There still remains in the
law some areas which one cannot give a rational explanation other than
that of historical accident. The areas which the author will probe with
special interest is the distinction between libel and slander. This can
only be dealt with adequately, in the Kenyan context, if the defamation
Act is also examined.

With the foregoin3 in mind, the paper sets out to give a brief histo-
rical development of the law of defamation. The aim is to show a link,
between the ~istpry and what-is'in~ex~stSnce now. Having shown this link,
the author will proceed to consider the distinction between libel and slander,
the basis of the distinction, and its consequencies. A brief examination
of the Defamation Act (1970) will be made for the purpose of considering
whether the Act achieved the goals which it was intended to achieve. It
is worth noting that the main aim of the Act was to consolidate the common
law. Common law was found unsatisfactory especially in the newly independent
country, because being unwritten it was rather vague and judges had to rely
heavily on English precemdents.

After highlighting the shortcomings, if any, in the law, the author
will suggest some reforms which he deems necessary if the law is to achieve
lts goals and to ploy a meaningful role in the society.

FOaTNOTES

:1) Civil defamation in Uganda - 7 E.A.L.J. No.1 of 1971.
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CHAPTER 1

DEFINITION OF DEFAMATION

What is Defamation?

1i) AT COMMON LAW

The law recognises in every body the right to have the estimation in
which he stands in the opinion of others unaffected by false statements to
his discredit (1). The law of defamation therefore aims at prot cting the
reputation of persons. The law acts as on unofficial censor on the freedom
of speech. Every individual has a right to express himself as he wishes:
on the other hand, every person is entitled to retain his reputation un-
tarnished. As in every definition, there is not a wholly satisfact~~
definition of defamation or a defamatory imputation. Salmond defined
defamation as consisting "in th publication of a false and defamatory
statement concerning another person without lawful justification".
(2). The foregoing definition is not adequate because one is compelled
to look into thp meaning of what a 'defamatory statement' is. This is a
statement which lowers the esteem of another person and is made withoug
lawful justification. (3). The classic definition of a defamatory statement
is one which was advanced in PARMITER V COUPLAND. (4). I~ this case a
defamatory statement was said to be one "which is calculated to injure
the reputation of another by exposing him hatred, contempt or ridicule".
The defamatory words raises an imputation which leads to the plaintiff
being shunned and his reputation lowered in the estimation of the right-
thinking men.

The test of what is defamatory is objective. A right-thinking man of
the society must think the statement was capable of defaming the plaintiff.
The plaintiff may think that he has been defamed by the words uttered by
the defendant but this per se may not be adequate if a reasonable man
would not have construed the words to be defamatory. There is the obvious
problem of trying to ascertain who is a reasonable man in the society.
The problem has been solved to some extent in England by the use of the
jury in the courts. The jury is taken to be composed of ordinary 2nd right
thinking Members of the society and whatever they deem defamatory is taken
in Law to be defamatory. There is no jury s~stem in Kenya. The judge therefore
discharges the work of the jury.

/ •••••••••••• tI.
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It is difficult to say whether a judge, who belongs to the upper stratum
of the society, can discharge competently the work which is normally reserved
for the jury composed of ordinary people even from the working class. The
words which the plaintiff complains to have defamed him are normally construed
in their natural and ordinary meaning as popularly understood. (5). The
meaning of a word may vary with the content and circumstances in which
they are published. It is at times misleading to cite authorities of decided
cases to show that a particular word has been held in a particular case to
be defamatory. Due to changes with time, place, and society, the same word
may not carry the same defamatory meaning as it had before, for instance, :
there was a time when reasonable men in Britain or U.S.A. could have held
that the word 'cc~~unist' was defamatory. As a result of changes, political
or otherwise, the word now can hardly be said to be defamatory in these
countries. The meRning which is attached to a word must be which an ordinary
reasonable man would nave understood it. As Lord Reid said in LEWIS V DAILY
TELEGRAM:

"The Ordinary man does not live in any ivory tower, and he is not
inhibited by knowledge of the rules of construction. So he can and
does not read between the lines in light of his general knowledge
and experience of worldly affairs. '(G)

en the basis of the foregoing, a statement may be defamatory although
the recipient may know it to be unfounded. (7). Therefore if words are used
which impute discreditable conduct to my friend, he has been defamed to me,
although I do not believe the imputation and may even know that it is untrue,

It should be noted that a man is d8famed if as a result of th8 spoken
or written words that a substantial and respectable proportion of the society
would think less of the man provided the reaction is not antisocial or
irrational. What is a substantial and a respectable proportion of the society:
Should it mean a substantial proportion of a community such as a tribe or
the whole nation? (7a). A Masai may not feel that he has been defamed if
the defendant calls him a stock thief but Kikuyu or a Luo may not feel the
same. In deciding what a substantial proportion of the Society is, the judge
should be guided by the same principles which guide him in ascertaining
what a reasonable man is. Problems do arise as evidenced in an East African
case where it was held that a statement could be defamatory even though only
a person with a special knowledge of the circumstance could coneect it with

I 5
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the plaintiff. (8). The judge further stated that the general impression to be
created in the minds of the right thinking persons must be the test and not
too close analysis of the words used.

There are four essential elements which constitute a defamatory
statement. A statement must be made, the same must be published, it (the
statement) should be false and without any legal (law-ful) justification
and it should be made by the defendant. The statements need not be made
orally. In fact the law of defamation refers to the torts of Libel and Slander.
The former generally deals with written statements while the latter is oral.
Also in the Defamation Act 'words' include pictures, visual images gestures
and other methods of signifying meaning. (~). These other methods of signi-
fying meaning may include communication of ideas as was demonstrated in
MUCKLE V. SUDAN POWER LIGHTING CO. (~O). In this case, the defendants, a
Power Lighting Company, used to send the bills to their customers. A Yellow

f card stamped 'express' was normally sen~to bad customers. The defendant
company sent such a yellow card to the plaintiff. He therefore sued stating
that the yellow card was an innuendo which could be interpreted by reasonable
men to mean that he was a bad payer of electricity bills. The plaintiff's
argument was based on the plea that 'this type of demand card was known to
all people in Sudan as send to only bad payers~rr The Court found for the
plaintiff.

For a defamatory statement to subsist a publication must be made.
Publication is the act of making known to any other person other than the
plaintiff himself, of the statement and its essence". It is not enough that
the publication was sent to the plaintiff but a private and confidential
communication to a single person is sufficient. Under the common Law and
also in the Kenya Evidence Act a husband and wife are one. (12). A
Communication between spouses cannot amount to publication. It must here be
noted that the foregoing does not absolve a third party from liability if
he makes a defamatory statement to the wife or husband of the plaintiff.
(13). Publication is effective if the person who receives the Communication
appreciates the contents thereof. In SEDGAOVE V. HOLE the defendant send by
a post-card to another person a defamatory statement about the plaintiff.
The plaintiff was not expressly mentioned in the post card. The court held
that there was no effective publications since the people who read the card
did not know who was being defamed. (14). The same goes for instances where

'/ ••••••••••• G
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publi ti n is c ived accid ntally .g. whpr A is talking to 8 nd
unknown to A, Cover h or th d f matory r KS. Though this y not be
pu 1 c tion, wh th r or not 8 is d famed dep nd n the r.lessnoss of A.
A itu tion similar to th for going w s discus d in HUTH V. HJTH (1 ) •

NutNOOS

Thor some st ments which e p rim~ f ci innoc nt and < not
ae ion bl. unl ss t y h latent or second y d famatory moaning which the
pI intiff can sufficiently prove in Court. Thes st nts y connote
d ~ tory imput tion only by ason of some sp ci 1 knowledge to tho th

nts publish d or du to some sp cial me ing on inference to b.
at ae d or dra n from the words. In such a .th plaintiff ts forth to

xpl in cl arly th def m tory n - hich h attribu s to th stat~ nt.
Such an explanatory statement is called n Innuendo. ~ere th plaintiff
f il to prove th Innu ndo, ccs "'rily preclud d from
succ ding in th act on for h can in such s , treat his unprov d innuendos

s urp1us go and contend that t ords defamatory in their n tur 1 and
ordin y me ing. (1_). Fr r on Lib 1 end Slend r 7th d. st tes that uno
innu ndo is n c.ssary who th word con~l in d of d famatory of the
plaintiff in th ir ordin y m ning1l .(1 ).

(ill lWER T TIm ACT
Th above f nition of dof mation was evolv d in English common w.

It i t this junctu ,pertinpnt to loOk into t d finition of def tion
in oth r br nches of w, n . ly in the Def mation Act (Cap 36) d customary
La d f t on if any. Th K ny e f~mation Act (1970) did not drfin d f m tion.
'17). The Act has wh t looks lik pr-arnbl nd rtat th~t it is an 'Act
of Pt=lr11 nt to consol d and m;;ndt statut Law r 1 ting to Lib 1,
oth r m 1 ciCJ..If 1 hood. II This p ambl p haps w s imr.d t giving th

Act but did v ry littl to xplain of th words
s •ck f tion'J • Libel• nd' Sland r·. Withou the

d f matico in h Act, he Courts bound to ly on th Engli h common Law
ss y t t t s me~nings. Th do tr n o~ st d~cisi~

1 0 d m~nd th t previous d cisions be fall d. Th Act d fin d • ord 1 to
nclud pictures, visu 1 d oth thods of signifying nin .. '.

Th d f n1 ens d ~lopment of thn gen 1 m ning att c d to Libel
nd Sl nd r. (1 ).
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(iii) CUSTClAARY LAW

Under Customary Law, defamation as known today did not exist as a wrong.
Customary Law was not so much concerned with protecting interest in reputation
but was rather concerned with protecting injuired feelings and dignity.-The law of defamation does not protect injuired feelings and dignity but
is mainly concerned with reputations. The main purpose of the law is to
maintain peace in the Society, otherwise persons who feel that they have
bpen defamed may take the Law in their hands. It is, however, true to say
that under customary Law it was wrong to utter words showing disrespect to
elders or to use abusive or insulting words against another person. This
Customary law, cannot, strictly speaking be equated with defamation. There
has been a tendency among many people to confuse mere abuse or insult with
defamation. In PARKINS v SCOTT it was held that vulgar ab se or insult does
not amount to a defamatory statement. (19). On the same subjects, Lord Bramwell
obser-ved the lito my mind, the word abuse does not convey a definite meaning,
it is not a ward of art, in popular language, it means calling names; abusing
by words. Insult or abusive language consists in words or conduct offensive
to a man's dignity. It th-refore seems that customary law protected the
injured feelings of the complainant. The Idea was to keep peace in the community
and avoid social disruption which could result from people settling disputes
in their own way. It furthpr seems that although the law of defamation protects
reputations and the customary law protected injured feelings and dignity, the
end result was one. The person~ estimation in the society was protected and
thus peace was maintained.

(iv) WHO CAN BE DEFAMED?

Every person in being can be defamed. The nature of defamation cases is
so personal the.t in English Law, words of defamatory nature directed to a dead
person cannot sustain an action by relatives who cannot prove that their
reputations have been tarnished. (21). There being no express provisions to the
contrary in the Defamation Act (Cap 36), the same principle applies in Kenya.
A trading -corporation being a legal entity is capable of being defamed. (21).
The only difference between a Corporation and a living person is that the
former has no social reputation but has a commercial one. For example, a
Corporation cannot succeed in an action if the defendant called it a murderer,
a drunkard or even a prostitute. Lopen L. J. put it aptly when he statee that
a statement IImust atta the Corporation in the method of conducting its affairs,_____________, C
m st accuse it of fraud or mismanagement or('attack its financial position.1I (22).
A trade union just like a corporation can sue for unjustified attacks of its
activities. (23).

/ .••••••••••• 8
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Q-lAPTER 2

HISTIJlICAL DEVELCPMENT CF THE LAW CF DEFAMATICl'J

The law of defamation in England was evolved to grotact persoQSiP.. \
high positions and in sffect~ ,:the law aimed at preventing the dissemination
of treasonable or seditious libel. It will be found that in the reign of
Edward 1 (1272 - 1307) the atute of stminister was, inter alia, directed
against the "diversions of tales whereby discord or occession of discord
hav thence arisen between the King and his people or great men of his reign" (1)
In thr following years, such as in the reigns of Richard II (2) the atute
of Gloucester declare "that every deviser of fake news, of horrible and
false lies of prelates, dukes, earls, barons and other nobles and great men
of the realm shall be punished. "In 1389 (3) another Act was passed for those
who slander "great men!'

The aforementioned statutes were not intended to protect private repu-
tations by means of civil actions and the punishments of such offences were
severe (4). The real purpose behind those statutes was to protect persons,
who on account of their own greatness or the lowly positions of their defamers
could not avail themselves of such redress as was available to them presumably
in the local courts (5).

During the period before 1500 A.D. most of the cases of defamation were
heard "by local courts. Up to 1066 A.D. similar courts and ecclesiastical
courts WFre not strictly separated. Defamation cases were mostly conc~rned
with the punishment of insulting words and abusive language. These courts gave
adequate protection to the persons defamed for they not only punished insults
but plso gave the plaintiff a remedy even though no disgrace was suffered as
where the words resulted in financial loss (6). Ecclesiastical courts also
excercised some jurisdiction over defamation cases. The term "defamatus" in
Church terms connoted "that ill reputation which was itself sufficient basis
for a cherge of sin~'

The jurisdictions of Ecclesiastical Courts was slowly diminished as a
result of the King's policy to unsurp more and more jurisdiction from the.
local and ecclesiastical courts. In the King's Court themselves no redress
was offered for defamation (8). The foregoing was the position before 1500 A.D.
and it, appears that defamation cases were only dealt with in local courts
and ecclesiastical courts though the powers of these were slowly unsurped by
the Kings Courts.

.....'
/ ........•. In
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(i) COMMa.J LAW CruRTS

After 1500 A.D. the Common Law courts allowed a remedy for defamation
which took the form of an action on the cases for words. (9). The action for
words was first taken in 1508 A.D. Before this date, that is between 11th
century and 14th century, action for defamation could only be brought at
common law if only accompanied'by'some pvert act such as assault or injury
to property. No distinction was made between libel and slander. Damage was
sine quo non of the action and unless the plaintiff could prove that he
had sustained damage as a result of the words complained of he failed.
ThiS, in effect, mean't that a publication must have been made to a third
party otherwise there would be no damage, secondly that truth was a complete
defence and thirdly that the action died with the person. Actions for t.

defamation became so numerous that by the end of the 16th century judges
were showing determination to stop the tide. '10). An eminent judge of that
period Chief Justice Cake stated that, "we shall not give mare favour to
actions now being too frequent." (11). In order to discourage the flood of
these actions the judges started to give the words strained constructions.
Absurd views, were taken as to what damage could be natural and probable
consequences of the alleged defamation (12). This attitude was coupled with
a very strict view as to what damage would and what damage would not be
sufficient to sustain an action. Save in exceptional cases, nothing short
of proof of social damages sustained as direct resultof words complained
of would enable the plaintiff to suc~ed (13).

(ii) LIBEL

The law of libel was evolved in the Court of the Star Chamber during
the 16th and 17th centuvies. The invention of printing in the 16th Century
was accompanied by great intellectual thinking; Libel was treated as a crime
and the Courts were mainly concerned with stamping out sedition. Large number
of political writings appeared in the form of poems and pamphlets causing
political crises. Duelling had also increased and led to breaches of the
peace. Sending of duelling challenges was therefore forbidden under the law
of libel. It was the duty of the Star' Chamber to punish the people who disturbed
the natural order.
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In 1559 (14) it obtained power to punish seditious words which it did with
fervour and efficiency. The view of the Star. Chamber was that no defence
was possible for political libels. Truth was thrrefore no defence. The action
was primarily Criminal in lnature but compensation was occassionally awarded
to the offended party. A clear distinction was not made between Civil and
Criminal actions. The primary concern of the Courts was to punish conduct
which led to the breach of the peace.

Th8 court of the Star Chamber was abolished by the Act of Abolition
of the Star Chamber in 1541. The abolis1on left a uacuum since the government
was made incapable of silencing its critics. Censorship of the press was
still needed but the problem was that the common Law only entertai0ed Civil
actions, for the compensation of the injured party. The nature of the libel
in Star. Chamber as said earlier was GL'iminal. The common Law Courts, unlike
the Star; Chamber made a distinction between Private and Criminal law. Much
of the work done by the Star: Chamber had permanent value and a good deal
passed into the common law. Libel had already been established as a legal
wrong and in King v. Lake (16) the common Law Courts recognised libel as
a Civil wrong which was actionable without proof of special damage. The
distinction of libel and slander will be discussed fully in the following
chaptrr.

There were three main differences between the law applied by the Star
Chamber and the common law. Firstly, truth did not constitute a defence,
secondly, pufulication of a third person was never regarded as essential
(the main element of criminal libel being the statements complained of were
calculated to cause a breach of the peace.) Thirdly, the death of a person
defamed was no base to proceedings. ~ vu. 0---------------------~----~

(iii) LEGISLATION AND IMPORTANT DECISIONS

The foregoing was the pOSition until the passing of the 18th century{l?).
As this century passed the dissemination of printed matter and the rise of
a more literate society presented more problems particulary in the field
of newspaper reporting. The concept of privilege reporting emerged. The
Parliamentary Papers Act, 1840, was the first measure which accorded
privilege to any report however defamatory. Other measures were passed
which created a further defence or partial defence for defendants in

/ ...•..•.. 12
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libel proceedings. These defences were embodied in the Libel Act of 1843
and the libel Act of 1845. The last measure was passed in 1855 under which
the ecclessiastical courts were finally divested of their remaining
jurisdiction in defamation cases.

The most important measure to newspapers published was the aw of ibel(
(amm ndment) Act (1888). This Act accorded privilege to fair, accurate and
contemporaneous reports of judicial proceedings published in newspapers
and extended privilege to a number of other reports such as reports on
public meetings. The Act also contained other provisions and was a
considerable step forward in the provisions of the defence of privilege
for certain classes of reports and but for this, newspapers and other
published would have been considerably tampered with in their dissemination
of news. The Act was further extended in 1952 (19). In 1891 the Slander of
Women Act was enacted. The Act, added to the excepted cases in which a
slander action could be maintained without proof of actual monetary damage,
i.e., words which imputed immorality or adultery to any woman or girl.

In the 2-th Century, an important decision was made in HULTON & CO.
v. JONES (2~. The effect of this decision was that the intention of the
author publisher or printer matters not when defamatory words as published
are such that reasonable men woulc take them to apply to the complainant.
This decision was followed by another case of Cassidy v. Daily Mirror Newspapers
Ltd. (21). Development of the defamation law in the 20th century can only
be inferred from cases decided in the turn of the century. For instance I~I
in 1~87 (22) a decision which dealt with yet another defence was made (23). f AV~------The defence of fair comment upon a matter of public interest and the test
as to whether the matter complained of is fair comment or not is contained
in the same case as per ord Esher who stated that "every latitude must
be given to opinion and to prejudice and then on ordinary set of med with
ordinary judgement must say wheth r any fair man would have such a comment."

(iv) GROUP LIBELS

The Law of defamation in regard to group or class libels was classified
by the dec~sion in KNUPFFERS v. LONDON EXPRESS NEWSPAPERS LTD.(24). An
essential ingredient of an action of defamation is that the plantiff should
prove not only publication to a third party but also that the words complained
of have been understood to refer to him in a defamatory sense. In Knupffer's

/ ...•.•.......• 13
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case it was determined that where defamatory words are written of a class
of persons it is not open to a member of that class to say that they were
written of him unless the word~ although they purport to refer to a class
yet in the circumstances of that particular case infact refer ~o the
individual. Because of the erratic nature of the development of defama-
tion law, the orter Committee of the Law of defamation was appointed (25).
Th report was published in 1948 and it led to the Defamation Act of 1952.
This Act is now the basis of English Law on Defamation and to a larger
extent the Kenyan Law as I shall endeavour to show later.

/ 14
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FOOTNOTES

(1) 3 E.D. W. I c 34.

(2) 2 Ric II c 5

(3) 12 Ric II c 11

(4) Punishment could be in the form of hanging drawing and quartering

the offend~r, burnin~ him on the fore head, cropping his ears,

slittingh his nose or by finG 8nd imprisonment.

() Thesr local Courts w~re the Manorial Courts which entertained Civil

actions for damages at the instance of the person defamed.

(6) Bhavdar-i Hanchod - Tho Foundation of the South African Law on

Defamation at page 104.

(7) Plucknctt - A conct.so History of the Common Law at Page 4u4.

(8) In 1295 the question c me bef'or-e the Court. It was held that "in

thr realm it is not the practico to plead cases of defGmation in

+ho King's Court." f3Gr Pnr'Ld.amcnt ar'yRolls (i) 13 of Pollock and

maitland.

(9) This actd on , according to Lord Porter was adopted because of the fear

that the ecclesiasticrtl Courts would ta~(' ov r the Jurisdiction

formrerly excercised by Local Courts.

(1]) In lEB5, C.J. Wray sai "The judges are resolved that actions for

acende Ls should not bo mFlinta'ned by ~ny strange construction and

orgum~nts nor any favour given to support them for in these days

they are more bound th n in timps past."

(11) Croft v. Brown 3 Bukstrodp. 167.

(12) P.g. If by any fault of construction a non-df.'famatorysense could

be given to manifestly defamatory words this w~s invariabl} done.

PF Carter uck t Libel and Slander, Pag an,

(13) P.F. Carter - Ruck Pa~o 40.

(14) This was under the last re-enactmont of the statute Scandn Lum ~~ngnatum.

(15) Bhavdra Ranchod: Found~tions of the South Afric8n Law of D~famation

at Page 111.
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(16) (1368) Hadres 470.

(17) An important Act was passed in 1792, the Foxes libel Act which

ruled that it is for the Judge to determine whether the matter

published is capable of defamatory meaning and for the jury to

d"'tprr'linE'whether thE' words are defamatory.

(18) 18 nd 19 Vic. C 41.

(19) The Defer/lOtionAc •

(20) (1910) A. C. 20.

(21) (1921) 2 K. 8. 331.

(22) MARIVALE v. CARSnN (1087) 2'"' QOO 275, PP 230,-1.

(23) The case dealt with dr-f'cnce of Justificntion and fair conment.,

(24) (1944) C 116.

(21::) Prosser on L~w of Torts P 737 argue's that there is a great deal of the

law of defamation which m '8S no scnSG. He rgucs th t nctions for

defamation develop d According to no particular aim or plan.

~/ •••••••••••• 1')
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a-JAPTER 3

THE DISTINCTION BETVEEN LIBEL AND SLANDER

There are two branches of the law of defamation, namely libel and slander.
Different rules in some respects apply to these two branches. Libel is in
general written while slander is oral. In libel the defamatory statement
is made in some permanent and visible form such as writing, printing,
pictures or effigies. On the other hand, slander is made in spoken words
or in some other transitory form, whether visible or audible such as

¥I c../fJgestures or ina~ulate but significant sounds. (1). The distinction is, ~ r
however, not that simple. The court of Appeal in Youssoupoff v.M.G.M.
Pictures (2), held that defamation in a 'talking' film was libel and not
slander. In coming to this holding Slasser, L.J. had this to say:

"thfTe is no doubt that so far as photographic part of exhibition
is concPrned, that is, permanent matter to be seen by the eye,
and is the proper subject of an action for libel, if defamatory."
v~

Slasser, regarded the speech which is synchronised with the photographic
reproduction and forms part of one complex, common exhibition as "an ancilliary
circumstance, part of the surroundings explaining that which is to be seen. If

The problem as to whether brondCQsting by a radio was Libel or slander was
solved when the English ·famation Act (1952) provided that broadcasting of If
words by radio was libel. The Kenya Defamation Apt followed suit in 1970(3).
Another main distinction between libel and slander is that the former is
actionable per se while the latter, save in special cases, is actionable only
on proof of actual damage.

The distinction and the different rules applicable to libel and slander
are mainly du to the erratic and anomalous development of the law of
defamation. As pointed out in the last chapter libel was originally concerned
with written or printed words. It (libel) was Criminal in its origin and
was dealt with in the Court of Star. Chamber. The Court of Star. Chamber
was abolished in 1641 and this left a vacuum. Libel being criminal in nature
could not be taken to common law Courts for these courts only entertained

Civil wrong which was actionable without proof of special damage. The Judge
in King v. Lake said that although general words spoken once without writing
or publishing them would not be actionable," yet here they belong writ=-...;a;;;.n..-_- -published which contains more malice than if they were once spoken they are
actionable."

/ 1?
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as cholera are more contagious or infectious but they do not fall in the class
of loathsome disease for the purposes of the law of slander. Thirdly, slander
in respect of office, profession, calling, trade or business is actionable
without proof of actual damages. In the common law, such slander was actionable
per se if it was calculated to disparage the plaintiff in his office and was
spoken in relation to his (plaintiff) office. The words must impute some want
of integrity or some corrupt or disronest conduct in office whether of profit
or honour. (10). Lastly, the Slander of Women Act 1891 made "words spoken and
published •••••••••••••• which impute unchastity or adultery to any woman or girl
shall not p:quire special damage to render them actionable."

The Kenya Defamation Act 1970, contains two of the aforementioned exceptions,
Section 3 of the Act provides that slander in respect of words calculated to
disparage the plaintiff in any office, profession, calling or business held
by or carried on by him at th~ time of publication is actionable per se.
Section 4 of the said Act states that it shall not be necessary to allege or
prove special damage in any action for slander in respect of words imputing
unchastity to any woman or girl. It appears that the legislature did not intend
the other two exceptions namely imputation of a crime and imputation of a
contagious desease, to apply in Kenya. Instead the Act added a new exception,
that is, section ~ whereby th8 plaintiff need not prove special damages in any
action for slander of title, slander of goods or other malicious falsehood,
if the words upon which the action is founded are calculated to cause pecuniary
damage to the plaintiff and are published in writing or the permanent form or
if the said words are calculated to cause pecuniary damage to the plaintiff
in respect of any office, profession, calling, trade or business held or carried
on by him at the timp of publication. It can be argued that this section was
included in the act on the grounds that Kenya being a capitalist country treats
private property and making of profit as sacred. Therefore the idea behind the
inclussion of section ~(l) was to compensate thp plaintiff for loss of profits
resulting from the words uttered by the defendant. As for the two exceptions
which were not included in the Act, the position now is that Kenyan Courts
cannot treat them in the special category as sections 3, 4, and 5, the ~
plaintiff must prov special damage. The Defamation Act was codifying Act
and therefore superseeds the common Law and any other itten Law~

\ \

x
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(ii) SPECIAL DAMAGE

It now becomes necessary to ask what constitutes special damage,
without which the plaintiff cannot succeed in action for slander. Special
damage is some 'te~poral loss' (11). It must be a loss of some 'material
or temporal advantage which is pecuniary or capable of being estimated
in money' for Example the loss of a client, or refusal of employment

Jor loss or/and postponement, of a marriage" (12). ~re injury to the
feelings dOGs not constitute special damage. (13) and therefore the
mental sufferin: is too remote an action for slander. Annoyance, trouble
and disgrace or the loss of society or good opinion of friends or neigh-
bours or the loss of religious community to which no material advantages
attach do not constitute special damage. (14). For the action to succeed,
the special damage must have accrued before +hc nction was brought. A r.i8re
apprehension of temporal loss is not sufficient. On this point, DE' Grey,
C.J. observed:

"I know of no c~se where ever an action for words was grounded upon
eventual damages which may possibly happen to a man in future"(15).

The special damage must be the natural and r sult of the defendant's words (16).

(iii) DISTINCTION BETWEEN LIBEL AND SLANDER

The distinction between Libel and Slander as seen earlier has no
logical basis. (17). It is founded on historical accident. One therefore
wonders why the distinction has been retained in the English Defamation
Act and especially in the Kenya D famation Act. Some Lawyers argue that
the distinction is useful in practice. Words tend to have many mennings:
the ascertainment of the content of the writtr-n words is pasier than
that of the spoken word. The content of a written word is simply the
document, as for the spoken word, it hGS to be gather d from uncertain
and often conflicting mrmory of witness s (10). This is all the more
so in a country like Kenya where Civil actions can keep pending for a
long time and by the time the cases comes up for hearing the witness
haw forgotten what exactly had been said by the defendant. The gument
qgainst assimilating Libel and Slander is the'fear that if Slander is
made actio~able per se, the Court would be flooded with fr·volous actions.
This was the argum nt put forward by the orter ommittee in England.
The argument could, to some extent, be convincin in respect to Slander
in England but it certainly does not hold good in Kenya where defamation
cases are very few indeed. Dup to the high i11iteraly rate meny people
are not aware of th ir rights and hence the few cases. In any case there
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is no such distinction in Scotl nd and , ny other countries and th available
vid n does not show y flood of trivial d frivolous cases in th Courts,

It is v·n doubtful wh th r printed words is any more licious or'evil than
spo<en wor s. Another argument dvn d in f vour of the distinction was t
tf'ndency of writt n d f'amtion to pr'ov.e ch of th pe c • This

rgument is not a suffici nt san for th d stinction, for or I def motion
speci lly wh~n spoken in th pr scn of th p reon dp.fm d is often more
lik ly to 1 to th s r suIt, that is, bre ch of th peace. The fare-
going rgum nts adv nc d in f vour of the distinction are not very convincing

nd on is bound to err v at th conclusion that the distinction was mGr ly
~n histori 1 accid nt which b~C3m so entrench d that it was difficult to II
swo('>pit sid.:.The ort£'rls 8 on h 1 w of Defamation in England
whi1 Admitting that th distinction was bitr ry 'nd 110 i 1", (it) 15

3mp to the con lusion that th ting ru1 n am 55 as a Vlor!<ing
rule and f'oris not u s tisf ctory compromls "(19).

- , .
In England, Li n1 v s r s mor serious th n 1 n ar be u it

(Ii 1) w c~pab1 of iid r circul tion. Thi s tru durin th 1 th and
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This case was decided in 1954 when Aden was under the jurisdiction of thE"
Eastern Africa Court of Appeal. Tho facts of the case were that the plaintiffs

were opponents in a club badminton tournament when the umpire stopped the game
and announced: "This is the most unsporting gam!? I havE' ever seen." They
(plaintiffs) sued the club for slander but proved no special damage. The
defendant pleaded that th~ words were not defamatory and could not be actionable
without proof of special damages. The Court ~ that slander was actionable
in Aden without proof of special damages.

In reaching this decision the Court had to decide whether "an ~ction for
damage for slander can be maintained in this 50urt without proof of special
damages in a case on which this would ~ot be allowed in English common Law. II

The leflrned judgE' therefore proceeded decide the issun against
t-:

the background of an Act which allowed the Courts in Aden to exercise this
jurisdiction in "conformity with common Law •••••••••• so far as the circumstances
of the colony and its inhabitants permit and subject to such walificotions as
local cfr-cums tence rendrr necr-aser-y, "(21). The judge further cited some Indian
cases of persuasive authority in Aden. (22). The Indian dpcisions refused to
accept that English LAW as rr>gprds Slander And libel was applicable in British
India. The decision one based on grounds that English Law of defamation was
inconsistent and unreasonablE'. The judge therefore concluded that the local
circumstances of Aden did not pennit the application of English common Law
to be imported who~e salei therefore the wards uttered by the defendant were
found to be Prima facie defamatory and actionable.

Aden as was painted out above was under the same jurisdiction as Kenya
in 1954. The circumstances and local conditions were also similar. The Kenya
Courts did not, however, adopt the same attitude as the Indi3n and Adenian \
Courts english common lcw was irnportf'dand '1pplipd in Kenya without taking into \
any account the local conditions. The same attitude continued even after
Independence as evidenced By the Defamation Act (1970). A brief look at the
position in India as regards Defamation Law may throw some liqht on the subject.
India also fell under common law jurisdiction until 1947. The Law of defamation
was discussed by the Indi~n Law Commission and the commission was of the view
that the defamation Law of England was not "founded on n,tural justice and
should not be importsd on into the law of British India." (23). Some acade-
micians argue that the reason why British India did not receive EngliSh Law
in toto is because the British found well established institutions in India
and it was thus difficult to brush them aside. This was not the case in Kenya.
where the 'natives' did not have established institutions when the British came.
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Th8 British Colonialists were therefore in a btter position to impose their
institutions with littl~ coercion. After Independence, the same law was
carripd over becausp the ppople who took over power cherished British ideas
and did not want a revolution in thE' Law. Thos will be appreciated even more
if it is pointed out that thr people who took over were the ducated elite II
who receivpd their education in Britain and were as a rosult instilled with
British values. It must also be noted that the judiciary, even after 13 years
of independence, is mor or less run by expartriates or white Kenya Citizens.

My submission, therefore, is that the Kenya Law on defamation and in
particular the distinction bptween Libel end Slander is unsatisfactory and
]P:WE'S a lot to be desired. E. Veitch rightly podrrted out that rumour in
East Africa is mort' potent weapon of spreading news than any written w~rd.(24).
It is also strangE' that Kenya should retain law which even the EngliSh people
themsplvE's find unsatisfactory (2=).

,41 .••
vi

\.\
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FOOT NOTES

(1) MONSON v. TASSAUO'S LTD (1894) 1 Q B 672

(2) (1934) 50 T.L.R. EEl

(3) Section 8 (1) Kenya defamation Act.

(4) Hadres 470, 146 E.R. 499

(5) 4 Taunt 355, 128 E.R. 367

(5a) The learned Judg reached this decision reluctantly as evidenced by
by the following words:" •••••.••••••••.•••• if the matters were no

hesitation in saying that nr action can be maintained for written scandal,
which could not be maintained for the words if they had been spoken."

(6) Grey v. Jones (1939) 1 Aller 798.

(6a) Webb v. Beavan (1883) 11 QBO 609

(7) Grey v. Jones (1939) 1 Aller 798. There are no East ~frican cases on
this point but the Kenya Defamation Act did not include imputation of
crime as being actionable per see
See Odongkara v. Astles (1970) E.A., 374 for a general discussion.

(8) Gatley on Libel and Slander 7 ed. Paragraph 167.

(9) Leprosy can be includFd but there is no binding authority on this point

(10) Street or Torts 5th ed. page 284.

(11) Spe Gatley on libel and slander 7th ed Chapter 5 paragraph 201-213.
Also RATCLIFFE v. EVANS (1892) 2 Q B 532.

(12) Bowen, L.J. ibid

(13) ~£LDON v. DE BATHE (1884) 54 L.J. QB 113. unfortunately I could not
trace an East African case on this point.

(14) PROSSER ('t.J TanS 4th ed.

(15) See Gatley on Libel and Slander 7th ed. Page 99 also ONSLOW v. HONE
(1771) 3 wils 188.
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(16) WARDS v. LEWIS (1955) 1 W.L.R. 9

(17) See chapter 2, historical development of the Law of defamation.

(18) BHANDRA RANCHOO: Foundations of the South African Law of Defamation.

(19) The Porters Committee report.

(20) Civil suit No. 705 of 1954.

(21) Section 41 of the Interpretation and General Clauses ordinance
Laws of Aden, Cap. 74.

(22) HIAABAI v. DINSHAN A.I.R. (1927) Bombay 22.

PARVATHI v. MANNAR (1886) 10 ALL 425, Mahmed pointed out that Engli h
Law of Slander as forming part of the law of defamation and the
distinction between words actionable per se and words requiring proof
of special damage was not necessarily applicable in India.

(23) Macaulay's Works; Introductory report.

(24) Civil Oefamation in Uganda, F.E.A.L.J. No.1, 1971.

(25) ROBERTS v. ROBERTS 33 L.J. QB 249, Cockburn C.J. pronounced the law
of England unsatisfactory and regretted he was bound by it. In
LYNCH v. KNIGHT 9 H.C.C. 893 Lord Broughave declared that English
Law was in respect of the distinction not only insatisfactory but
barbarous.
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Q-V\PTER IV

LEGISLATICN

The Kenya Defamation Act No. 10 of 1970 came into effect on January
1st 1970, 18 years after the English Defamation Act was enacted. In
introducing the Bill into the parliament, the Attorney-General explained
at length why a Defamation Act was necessary in Kenya at that particular
time. He argued that the idea of the Bill was to give Kenya its own
statute L3W since:

"th(' written Law regarding Libel and Slander which is applicable
to this country is cont~ined in statutes and Laws of United ( ~
Kingdom, namely England w~ich are dated as far back as 1840 VVO
and the more recent one in the United Kingdom is dated 1891. I (2)

The English statutes on Libel and Slander were imported inco
Kenya as a result of the 1897 Order in Council which contained the
reception clause to the effect that:

"the substance of com•.on Law, doctrines of equity and statutes of
general application in force in England on 12th August 1897 were
applicable .n Kenya •••••••••••••••••••••• "

The reception clause re-enacted in the 1902 Order in Council and
to some exte 'n the Judicature Act (1957) (3). Therefore, until 1970, /1
English Common Law and and ng1ish Statutes applied in Kenya. A change
was necessary considering that Konya was now an ind pendent country and
the Inw had to be brought into line with the changing conditions of a
developing nation. It is also worth noting that the English Law on Libel
and Sland r was until th(' 1952 Act full of anomali('s which could be
explained by the erratic development of the Law." (4). These anomalies
forced the British Parliament to form a committee to look into the Law
of Defamation; the Committee came up with various recommendations most
of which were adopted in the 1952 Act (5).

The major defect in Common Law was that it was unwritten and
this made the work of the Courts very difficult because they had to
rely heavily on precedents. The few English statutes which applied
in Kenya by virtue of the reception clause did not covrr tho law
satisfactorily (6). Also at common law the press enjoyed no special
protection, nor was it permitted eny greater latitud in what is
published than the ordinary citizen. The Law of Libel Amendment Act
(1888) section 4, gave a limited measur of protection to newspapers

I
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which published fair and accurate r.eports of certain meetings (7). This
remained the position until the 1970 Act was enacted. The Defamation
Act (hereinafter referred to as the Act) extended the defence of privilege
by widening the definition of 'newspaper' to include any paper published
in Kenya either periodically or in parts or numbers at intervals not
exceeding thirty six days on also by extending the categories of reports
entitled to such privileges thus giving effect to changes which had taken
between 1888 and 1970. Another defect in the Common Law was the application
of the strict liability rule on the defendant who unintentionally defamed
the plaintiff. This rule was clearly demonstrated by Russel, L.J. when he
said th8.t "liability" for Libel does not depend on the intention of the
defamer but on the fact of the defamation" (oJ). 'Ie shall see later how the
Act tackled this unfair rule.

The reasons stated above shows that thEre was a need to codify the
law in rpgard to libRl and slander. Infact the preamble of the Act states
clearly that it was:

an Act of Parliam nt to consolid te and amend the state law relating
to Libel, other than Criminal libel, slander and other malicious
falsehoods.

Consolidat.ion of rules aims at putting various rules of law in a compact,
single statutes easily accessible and qlso easily ase rtainable. The Act /1
was consolidating the English Common Law, case law and English statutes
enacted before 1897.

Th r were other r asons for en cting the Act in 1970. It will be
noticed that the latest written Law applicabl in K nya before the enactment
was a statut s of England dating as far back as 1891.(9). Consid rable
changt's in social, economic nd political conditions hod t~ken plac8 since
1891; most importnnt of which wero the improveMents and changes in the
methods of" ncwsp pers r~portin • Th se chang s had to be covered in the Act.
It was seen arlier that thp. definition of newspapers was widened (10).
Not only thrtt newrpaper- report· ng which was a major eppar-ertun of dissomi-
nation of ne s h-d to be given some measure of protection as we shall see
Lat+r , VJhen the 1 91 Act was pass d in England, nrwspeper-e reporting was
at its initial stages and th ne d for protection VJas not as great as in
1970. The Act on the other hand intended to curb the activities of news-
papers which to quote the Attorney-General:

/ 27
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"•••.••..•••.. have been grossly neglected, grossly irresponsible,
th y have not checked their facts before the paper goes to print,
they rush too quickly, they are out to glamorise and bring about
sensationalism and as a result losE' their heads •••••••••••....• "

Legislation here was to be used for the purpose of restraining the activi-
ties of irresponsible editors, The changes in newspaper reporting did not
take pIece in isolation; other devices of disseminating news were invented.

When the lRtrst English statute, namely, the 1891 Act was enacted,
wireless and television broadcasting were not brought into the ambit of the
Statute simply because these devices had not been invented. The invention
of these devices for reporting news brought a new dimension to the law of
defamation. The 19?6 Act aimed at making th position clear in respect to
wireless and television broadcasting.

The Act also amended the existing statute on the limitation of Actions(12} •.
The limitation period in regard to lib 1 and sland r was thought to be too
long, nam ly, three years. Since an action for defamation is essentially an
action to clear the name of tht">plaintiff this should be done promptly.
People who are defamed should not be allowed to hold a threat over the
dp.f&ndant for a period of three years. There is even a greater need for
bringing an action for dsfanation quickly~the action should be instituted I(

~before the witn sses have forgotten what was actually said by the defendant.
Not only that, to wait for thr e years would be bad because witnesses die,
others disappear or leave the country and human memory tends to get hazy.

Th~ foregoin , in brief, were the aims which the act was intended
to achieve. It is now pertinent to show how these ends were provided for in
the Act. The preambl as we saw earlier m de it clear that the Act was a
consolidating one. Parts of Common law were codified and put into writing.

LThe EngliSh st tutes p'ssed before 189? were amended, extended or repeated
in the Act. As regards the interpretation of words, Section 2 of the Act
giv-s definition of various s, a most.helpful guideline to Judges,
1 wyers and even Laymen. mon law, being unwritten, interpretation of,
words was left to the whims of th judges ~nd tho result was that th position
was not very clear.

Th Act also made several provisions to cover the newspapers industry.
The problem facing the Attorney-General and his draftsmen here was how to
curb the activiti~s of irresponsible newspapers at the same time giving the
newspapers a chance to report objectively without fear of being dr gg d to
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Court every time they criticised a person. In other words, the draftsmen
had to restrain the activities of newspapers without stifling the freedom
of press. Newspapers editors are at times inclined to abuse the freedom
of expression by hurling unfair and totally uncalled for criticisms to
public personalities. Irresponsible journalism had to be curbed, regard
being taken of the fact that strict control over newspapers reporting
is not a hoalthy thing in a free society and is·infact contrary to the
Provisions of the constitution. (13). The Act was a sort of a compromise
between the two extremes stated above. The Act therefore grants absolute
and qualified privileges for statements reported in certain circumstances.
Section 7 extends qualified privilege to reports made by newspapers et out
in the schedule to the Act but in sub-section 3 of the Act, the privilege
does not extend to:

publication of any matter, ths publ"cation of which is prohibited
by 1 w, or of any matt r which is not of public concern and the
publication of which is not for the public benefit.

Th au st"on has b en rais d whether it is sufficient for th defendant
to prove either the subject-matter of th~ r port is of public concern ~
that the publication is for tho public benefit or whether he should prove
both to satisfy the section. Th correct construction of the Section..
should be that thn publication s for the public benefit besides bing
of public nterest" (14). The public may be intprested in the subject-
m tttr of thE'report but it does not necessarily follow that it will
be for the"r benefit that such report be published. The provision is
rathrr vague and the result is that the privilege which is extended to
the newspapers is reduced considerably; words such as 'public benefit'
or 'public conc rn' are i thcmselv s vague and are open to abuse by
thp people (judges) defining them.

Absolute privilege was accorded to newspapers under s.6 which
provid s that:

"a fair nd ccurate report in any newspaper of proceedings
heard b for any Court xE"rcising Judicial authority within
Kenya is obsolutely privilpged."
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The section does not, however, authorise the publication of any
blasphemous, seditious or indecent mattrr. It appears that the section
contemplated a situation where the privilege could be extended to cover
other tribunals recognised by the Law provided they are "exercising
functions equivalent to those of an established Court" (15). Such Courts
include the Rent Tribunals, the Industrial Courts etc. It has also been
questioned whether this privilege covers Court proceedings of a Court
acting outside its jurisdiction, for example, where a District Magistrate
Court entertains a matter which falls in the jurisdiction of a Resident
Magistrate's Court or High Court. This issue has not yet been discussed in
Court but it would appear that the protection would be extended th t far.
Newspapers can where the defence of qualified privilege fails, avail
themselves of the defence of fair comm nt. Common Law is exp ssly reserv d
in s.7 (4) which statps that:

"Nothing in this section shall be construed s limiting on abridgin
ny pr vilege subisting (otherwise than by virtue of 5.4. of the

L w Libel Amendm nt Act 18bS of Unit d Kingdom) imm diutely before
the commencement of this Act or conferred by this Act."

At cornmon Lnw, it was not clear whether wireless broadcasting was
libel or sland r. In one English decision it was h ld that wireless broad-
casting was libel where the broadcastE'r was reading from a script (IG).
Appar ntly, the decision was bas d on th ground th t r corded bro dc sts
were libel while live on s were slander. ~any leading academic writers
and also an Australi n c s did not ~gree w'th thE' aboVG dcision. (17).
The Act settled this controversial point by enacting th t:

"For th" purposes of the Law of libel and slander, the publication
of words by wireless broadcasting shall be treated as publication
in a permanet form" (18).

This section was based on the premises that wireless broadcasts
had gr ater potentiality for harm as they re,chnd a wider audience.

The limitation period for cases on lib I or slander was reduced
to twelve months in section 20 of the Act which amended s.4. of the
Limitation of Actions Act by adding the following:-

provided that an action for libel or slander may not be brought
after tho end of twelve months from such date.
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A quick comparison between the Kenya Act (19?0) and the English
one will reveal that the former is more or less based on the latter.
There are, however, a few minor differences, namely the definition of
'legislature', 'parliamentary report', 'wireles broadcasting'i diffe-
rences which re mainly due to geographical and constitutional reasons.
The English Act, section 10, provides that neither in local or national
elections shall statements made by or on behalf of a candidate be deemed
privileged merely because they are material to a question in issue in the
election. The draftsmen of the Kenyan Bill had an intention of including
a similar section in the Act (19?0) os evidenced by clause 6 of the Bil (19).
But this clause was the subject of bitter criticisms from the M.P
the debate so much so that the Attorney-General had I
must point out in passing that due to the technical nature
most M.Ps limitrd their speeches to mnking gcn ral remarks and the
clause which nearly every M.P. showed his concern was clause 6. Most M.Ps
were of th opinion the claus would generally limit their freedom to
criticise their 'opponents during th election campai~ns. (20). The only
other difference between the Kenya Act und thn English Act is the Limitation
period. In Kenya the Limitation period for actions of Libel or Slander waS
reduced to twelve months while the English Act stuck to six years (21). It
is not difficult to find reasons as to why the Kenya Act was based on the
English Act (1952). It was obs-rved earlier that the 1952 Act was based on
the recommendations of the porter cornmitt-e. Unfortunately no such a committee
was formed in Kenyr to consider the existing Law prior to the enactment of
the Act. The r suIt was that the draftsmen of th Bill saw the report of tho
porter commi ttE'e ,"1ndthe 1952 Act as a nice precedent on which they could
base the 19?0 Act. This is not surprising considering that most of th~se
draftsmen were English and therefore could not look elsewhere for legol
guidance. It is also worth noting that English Common L w in regard to
Libel and Slander had been applied to Kenya for a very long time prior to
the enactment of the Act.

Th Kenya DeFamation Act though based on the English Act dealt
satisfactorily with some areas of the Common Law. At Common Law there are
var ous authorities which support the proposition that a person charged
with Libel cannot defend himself by shOWing that it was not his intention
to defame (22), or that hr had actually hot known the statement was defa~
matory (23). The Act m de an effort to modify the foregoing proposition.
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The provision provided that in certain cases of unintentional defamation,
thr publisher may make an offer of amends consisting of a publication of a
correction and apology, together with reasonable steps to notify who have
already received the challenged document that the words are alleged to be
defamatory (24). If the offer is accepted, the High Court, in default of
agreement as the steps to be taken in fulfilment of the offer, shall decree
the measure to be taken to make full amends (25). If the offer is not accepted,
~ special defence to an action for damages is created, provided the words are
unintentional, and are not the result of negligence and that an immediate
offer of retraction was made when the defendant found that the words were
considered defamatory. (26). The foregoing provision went a long way to
ameliorate a situation which was unnecessarily hcrsh. But it must be noted
that this defence is only available to the defendant who took reasonable care.

The Act, however, did not succ8pd in solving all the problems which
were reus d by the vagueness of the Common Law. The distinction between libel
and slander was retained even though the circumstances prevailing in Kenya are

. completely different from those in England. The Act further retained a provision
which importpd English Law directly. By virtue of s.7 (4) a provision in the
law of Libel Amendment Act 1888 was made applicable in Kenya. It also appears
that under s.3 (2) of the Judicature Act 1907, any shortcoming in the Act
CRn be rectifi d by falling back on "substance of common law, doctrines of
equity and statutes of general application" which is some sort of a rosidual
Law. English cases are of persuasive authority in Kenya and the Courts can,
also seen rely on SarnA for interpretation of cas s.

;
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FOOTNOTES

(1) Hon. Charles Njonjo - The National Assembly official Report, volume
XX at column 877-880.

(2) Infact these were four statutes which were imported into Kenya by
virtue of th' reception clause, namely, (i) The libel Acts 1843
and 1845; (ii) The Newspaper libel and Regislation Act 1881;
(iii) The law of libel (Amendment) Act 1888 and (iv) Slander of
Women Act 1891-

(3) S. 3 (1) which made the provision subject to the constitution
and any other written laws.

(4) This was explained in the last chapter.
(5) The committee under the chairmanship of lord Porter was established

in 1939. The 1952 Act could not be extended to apply to Kenya since
it (the Act) fell outside the reception date.

(5) See 2 supra.

(7) In the 1888 Act 'Newspaper' was drfined to include any paper
published periodically or at intervals not exceeding twenty-six days.
S.4 of the 1888 Act was replaced by s.7 of the 1970 Act. The
publication which is privileged was divided into two groups as
shown in the schodule to tho Act.

(8) CASSIDY v DAILY MIRROR NEWSPAPERS (1929) 2 KB of p.354.
(9) The slander of Women Act.
(10) The 1888 Act was inadequate eg a large number of important associations

whose decisions were of grPat public interest were not protected in
a newspaper. A large number of journals and other publications did
not inform to definition of a newspaper.

(11) The National Assembly official Report volume XX (part I) column 897.
(12) S.20 of the Act.
(13) Chapter 5 of the constitution; S.79 guarantees the freedom of

expression.
(14) Sharman v. Merrit (1916) 32 T .i..a. 360.
(l~) Addis v. Crocker (1961) 1 Q8 IIi also Gatley on libel and Slander

7th ed. para. 622.
(lG) Forrester v. Tyrell (1893) 57 J.P. 532; 9 T.l.R. 257
(17) Harry Street: the law of Torts, 5 ed. at page 281.

~Eldrum v. Australian Broadcasting Corp. (1932) V.l.R. 425

(18) S.8 (1).



(19) The clause stated that:

"A defamatory statpment published by or on behalf of a candidate
in any election to the National Assembly or to a local authority
shall not be deemed to be published on a privileged occassion on
the ground that it is material to a question in issue in the
election, whether or not the person by whom it is published is
qualified to vote at the election."

(20) See the speeches of Honourable Morara, Shikuku, Karungaru,
Kivuitu and many more in the National Assembly Report (Supra).

(21) Limitation Act 1939; s. 2(1) (a).

(22) Hulton & Co. v. Jones (1910) AC 20.
(23) Cassily v. Daily Mirror Newspapers (Supra)

(24) S.13 generally

(25) S.13 (4) (a).

(26) S.13 (2).
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OiAPTER V
REFeR AND Ca~a..USI(J-J
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Und r n 115h Ie nd h r forP n th 0 f ~~t on Act (1970) h~ test
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intE"rPst in takinc others to court for sr:rious matters let al.ono p tty and (f"-
trivial onee, Written word, howev ,s em to carr-y a 1 t of \1.'Oightespecially
with people living in the ruralns but this is not nouch ound far

retainin th distinction. Oi can infect b - d famed I1'IOre by ~ard of mouth J.
th n b written on, ivm that word of mouth~~ite fast in Kenya_II -I

y
Anoth r suggestion is to roquirc in 11 cases, proof of actual damat;e.

This ouggcoti i reinforcrd by t attractivp proposition th t it would do
away with manysuits of trivj 1 nature. But it is difficult to prove actual
dnr.~g in m~nycases wh re, from t~ character of th defamatory words and

circumstan08s of public t n. it is not rtsin th t serious harm has infect
rrsultrd (9).

oth r w yo of dl".'nl1ngwith th1. pI' bl~m inclt..Jd m.~kinga d stinction

betwo n m jar and minor d famatory imputation"'. Th nnj r ilTllutation should
b~ action bI rl-thout pro f of cial damages in th minor defamatory

imputations. Th 1 major imputation hould b action ble witt out proof of
ep cial damon s whil the plaintiff sh ld pI' special damages 1n the
minor d farn tory i nutati n, But it would b di fficul t to dr th line
b twe€n wh t is d what i n a major defama ory imputation (10). To
j.nsist on such a distinc . on would' d to th same r-:lrbitrary distinction
which ch acterie~ 1 on loder, wher only a f w exceptions
nre held to I' •

Oistinction can also be m d on the basi'" of thn munner end extent of
publication. A distinction should bo mQd botween n'ally 'public' defamation
and e privet letter or ccnvorsation. 'Public· dof •. tion should hf:-:!reinclude
p·u:"'Ucitj givC'n in the n wspctpr • ov the radio or th t levision or in a
public rally and thes should be rm-d ctionrJblr pfi?l'S • This is b£ of
th gr et I' pot ntieli tips for hElrm and tho impossibility of d terhiining how
f r it has effected thr r put ti n of th plaintiff. Injustice y bo
occ.ssioned a th defen nt considering that he ~1y not be responsible for
thr p bli tion in th n vspaper or radio or tel vision. Out h must b<Jheld
liabl on th premis s that ers n is p sumd t nt 'nd t e consequences
of his t. Il1 the oth I' h nd, PI' vate 1 tt r or c nver etien maynot be so
harmful to the pI intiff's p tattoo.
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Altern tiv ly, it h s th t th pro du b ~~de to

e nsist of two st ges. In s 9 nt ff 'auld d to
cst blisn bsfar the tri I judg ets to pro
publi tion nd aning, to tho m, of th cdly sland-
rous words. If suffici nt pro bll is d manstr t d, sp cial
d magp n not proved. If th not pp to involve major
h rm, sp cia1 dill h v c prov d (11). Th ma or w kness of this
BUg st n is that it will mal<n th court pro dur too long d cumbers .0,
a d fp,ct which c: prev 1 nt in our coor-ta t p sent.

Th. only oth r n th t r. of d f mat on which n ds to be
xenn.n is in ct • Th pr ctis in ngl and 5 th t th jury

d~cide haw much to 9 as a c. ns ti n for his
t crnishp.dr put .L. on. In 5 "'ss1ng I d m ('5, th jury is a rnpd by t

circumst ncce of par-td.cul,e • They ta.("into considr-r ticn th conduct
of the pl intif~ his position ~nd 5 ndin_, th m ~ xtEnt of pu I -
cation (12). ebsenc ~ of r tr~ction or t polo an the whole conduct of th
defend·'nt. Th na.hlral inju to feclin s of pI ntiff; nawr 1 rief
and d strt'Jss also t en into nt. It is not 1 r :th th r the jury

CI-.perf . this teal comptcntly nd find it difficult to 'ssess
d me s for 10 s of r utation hen XC·5 ive d me es",The practis
1n f'eny to bo b t r for thr judg being
Ie ss s the damages m 11, the jury hi h is
compos of different elas s of m by triv a1 matters. Th
Judg in r aching th final figur s, owe r, (ov~rne by th abovr consider -
tions Which govern thP jury in En 1 nd. Ther. 1s a problem of det rmining
whcth r th d mages hould b plmit V" or r.£ raly ompensatory. It is th opinior
of th~ u hor hat d m 9 5 1n th 1 of torts hou1d be arded for the
purpos
punitiv

ly

ting th
me (acting as

tQ rimin lnw.

1njured p r-ty, Though mad for
d t rr n ), it is n rea which should bo left

Th 9 rd d' 9 is us~d by th b s e principlf'
of ,r on try) for non-p cun1 ry loss (los of putat1on).
Th~ 1s to rest r thp pI intiff, s fr s money c n do so, in the pr
injury itu on. I 1 doubtful VI th r p curliary ren dy - in form of
dams E' n providr. d qu , reli f to th plaintiff whose putotion h s
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b~cn h rffiPd.for insten n
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vi
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By this ay , th 1 'W S u d e n instrumf'nt of
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FOOTNOTES

(1) A brief look at the East African Law A ports reveal th t from
1969 - 1973 ther w r only 11 cas s on~ of which was from K nya's
High Court. This is not conclusive but a sketchy search done
in th~ High Court registry r v l~d almost similar suIts.

(2) Edw rd V itch clearly monstr t d this phenom ns in his article
'0 femotion nUn f T •• A.L.J. No of 1971 h r most of thp

ses quot d b n institut d by politicians
or • 19' mon 1 w was ng u d for purpos
of prot ctin th r put t n of the nd v1duals d that of th
political p r s.

S.?9 of thp. canst tuti n
ex ptian.

nts th's right subject to sp~cifi

(4 t. ny cesr s f 1 -1 in Kcny have on of thr> pert s s dally
thp tiefnd n bing n sp r e.g. Git u E at Afr' n
Standard (1970) EA 67 c nt unreport d c v. Drum
~ ine r port d in th 0 ily Nation of 1 th February 1977.

() Tho n spap rs n Iso av 11
c nt sp ci lly
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